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CHAPTER I 
THE LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introductiqn 
In the last few years, the field of family therapy has emerged as a 
distinct treatment method, uniquely apart from the traditional focus on 
the individual and his inte~al processes. Haley (1971) and Wells, 
Dilkes and Trivelli (1972) have provided recent comprehensive reviews of 
the .numerous.meth,ods used by practitioners in the area of family treat-
ment. Although many of these therapeutic _methods are currently enjoying 
wide~spread popularity, some researchers .. have _suggested a new orientation 
in the field; Riskin and Faunce (1972) have observed that_ 
... while the therapeutic arena has been_extremely important in 
generati:n,g hypotheses, ... it is now essential to move beyond.a 
clinical-impressionistic orient1;1.tion toward a more "hard-line" 
research application in studying families, nam~ly family 
interaction research. (Riskin and Faunce, 1972, p. 504) 
Specifically~ Riskin and Faunce advocate an increase in research 
involving ,quantifiable data capable of replication and meaningful inter-
pretation. In an earlier paper, Riskin and Faunce (1970) noted a number 
of studies which have intended t(? move beyond clinically based inferences 
and to develop more,objective operational methodologies for assessing 
family interaction (e.g., Wynne -and Singer, 1963; Mishler an.d Waxler, 
1968; Ferreira and Winter, 1968a, 1968b). However, these studies are 
said to have generally con.centrated upon general aspects of communication 
(e.g., time to reach a decision; power within the family) rather than 
1 
upon specific semantic content of -the interactional language its elf. 
While the general aspects of family interact.ion are useful and relevant 
to the investigation of family communication patterns, the study of-the 
specific content of the family's language also appears to be a fertile . 
and untapped area in interact_ional research. 
Theoretical Orientation 
Th~ theoretical .position for the present investigati0n was influ-
enced primarily by the work of Satir (1967). Fundamental to this frame-
work is the-viewpoint that the family is the basic environment in which 
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the individual develops, and that persons within the family must communi-
cate c~early if they are to develop and survive. Through clear communi-
cation,. the individual C(?mes. to know the world: he learns to 
differentiate from and relate to other people and objects. He learns to 
know what to expect from the world and how to. get along succ~ssfully 
within it, Thus, the family is a communication group, with the members 
giving and receiving information to ea~ other in varying degr~es of 
clarity, to the mutual profit or loss.of each individual. The family 
which communicates c~early, then, _may be expected to be well adjusted and 
effective in µealing with the world, while lack of clarity may be indica-
tive, of a maladj ust_ed and dnef fecti ve family. 
·
11communication" i~ generally understood. to refer to a combination of 
verbal and non-verbal behavior. The mo!:1t obvious_ is verbal behavior and 
as such provides a highly objective tool with which family interaction 
may be examined. 
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Clarity as an Indicator o:f Adjustment 
The importance of clear verbal conununication in differentiating 
adjustment fr9m maladjustment has been observed by both psychqlogists and 
semanticists. Johnson (1946) stated that seriously maladjusted psychiat-
ric patients conunonly shared one. chief symptom --· they were unable. to say 
accurately what was the matter with them. These patients could r~rely 
put their difficulties into words. Fu~thermore, once the patients sue-
ceeded in articulating their difficulties clearly and to the point, prog-
ress.was made. Johnson felt that " ... before a problem can.be attacked 
effectively it must be stated with reasonable clarity. And as soon as it 
has been so stated, some kind of solution to it becomes more or less 
apparent" (1946, p. 16). Pemberton (1959) observed that the language of 
maladjusted individuals involves various semantic distortions .. which dif..,. 
ferentiate those.individuals from adjusted individuals. He further pro-
posed. that therapeutic practices which aimed at improving semantic 
clarity would result in success. 
Haley (1959) and Satir (1967) among othe~s (e.g., Bateson, Jackson, 
Haley and. Weakland, 1992; Bateson and Ruesch, 1951) have emphasized the 
. ' . . 
content of family conun~nic~tion as an important factor in studying the 
malaq.justment of a family member. Specifically, Haley (1959} and Satir 
(1967) have. identified four fundamental parts of a statement. These in-
elude (a) the sender ("I"), (b) the message ("am saying something"), (c) 
the receiver ("to_ you'!), and (d) the context ("in this situation."). 
Ea~h statement made in conununication contains these four parts, and on 
the basis of these parts, may be .judged for semantic clarity in inter-
actional commµnication. 
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~e Sender 
Satir (1967), enlarging upon the _work ,of Pemberton (1959), has noted 
that simple verbal connnunication (the use of words) may be hindered by 
three properties th.at words possess~ First, the same word may have dif-
ferent meanings (e.g., "class" may refer to social structure or ~.school 
course). Se~ond, the same word may have different connotat~ons, (e.g., 
"mother"' may be a_warm accepting person or a cold reject~ng person). 
Third, words are abstractions which onJy st~nd for their referents (e.g., 
the word "book" is n_ot, the same thing as the object which it represents). 
Due to these. three properties, . communicatic;m is often disrupted because 
an individual uses a word in one way and his listener receives the wo:rd 
as though.it meant; something entirel);' different. Satir concludes from 
this that, because word.s are often ~cle~r in themselves, it is important . 
. for t4e person. expressing his thoughts (the sender) to ·clarify and quali-
fy what he says, The se11,der accomplishes . this by specifying that, the 
words. he uses refer to his own thoughts, feelings . and perceptions, and 
are not necessarily congruent with the thoughts of others .. For example, 
if ,a person states that "To me (t~e sender), mothers are warm, accepting 
people.", he recognizes that this perception of "mother'' is his• O\\'.n, and 
that the wo~ may have a di{ferent meaning for someone else. If the 
se~der. does ,not recognize that. words are. symbols with different mean.ings ~ 
he will tend tq ove:rgeneralize (Satir's term) and will reduce the clarity 
of his ~essage. Specificallf, the ._person who overgeneralizes will make a 
number of logical errors in. his commur1.ication. (a) He will assume that 
one instance is. an example of all instances, particularly in his use of 
who, wI1at, when and where (e.g., "Everybody.hates me."; "It's like that 
everywhere I go."). (b) He will assume that other people share his 
feelings, thoughts and perceptions (e.g., "Of coursE) he doesn't like to 
eat spinach~"). (c) He will assume that his values. and perceptions will 
not change (e.g. , "That's the way I am.") . (d) He will. assume that his 
perceptions are complete (e.g. 1 "I. already know all about. that."). (e) 
He will dichotomize (e.g., "You either love.it or leave it."). (f) He 
will ,assume. that characteristics he attributes tq people and objects are 
part of them (e.g., "She is selfish."). (g) He will assume that he can 
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interpret other people's thoughts, feelings. or perceptions for them 
(e.g., "I know just what you mean."). (h) He will assume that others can 
interpret his own feelings, thoughts and perceptions (e.g., "You know. 
what I mean."). The concept of "I-the sender" is distorted when the. 
sender makes an error of overgeneralization. By overgeneralizing, "I-the 
sendE)r11 becomes an individual who speaks in absolute terms, interpreting 
the w9rld 1 and the people and objects in.it (reality), as though they 
corresponded exactly.to hi~ own.perceptions. "!-'the sender". becomes 
"I-the in~erprE:lter" and therefore not subject to disagreement or correc-
t~on because he is only relaying "reality", not opinions, .to his listener. 
However, the indhddual who specifies h~s statements (e.g., I think 
that ... ") reduces generalization and enables himself to check his 
"reality" with another's "reality". In this way,. both individuals gain 
knowledge about their environment. 
. . ' 
It is. important to note tha,t Satir recognizes that no one communi~ 
cates without some generalization, and that many times it is an efficient 
and.helpful method of conununication. It is when an individual 
overgeneralizes -- employs generalization as his major method of 
communication -- that it becomes a hindrance to communication; particu-
larly if the individual does,not reco~nize that he does overgeneralize, 
6 
. T},le concept of "I-the sender'' of mr. ow.n perceptions; as a functional 
. . .. 
mode,of commun:j.cation has received indirect support from a.number of 
researchers. Wil\er (1971) has reported that the incre~sed use of the 
"differentiated I" (as , opposed to the undifferentiated "we", "us 11 or 
. . \ \ 
"our") in !?peech, reflects less intens~ symbiotic involvement in the 
family system. and therefo;re is. a sign qf p:i;-og;es,s in family therapy. A. 
simil:ar Qpinion has been voiced by Bower (1966). Cheek and Anthony . 
(197l) and Conrad and Conrad (1956); howev~r, have reported that th,e use 
of the first pers,;m singular pronoun ,in speech. ("I", "me", "mi,ne") is not 
a si~n of goc;xl co~uni~ation. Cheek. and Anthony report .that .first. person 
singular pi:onouns are us.ed more in _the langua~e of young adult schizo-
phrenics than in. th,e language of young adult .norml:!,ls ,. and represent~ a 
. "I;lathQlogi(i:al egc;,centric focus". 
Thu.s, the. use of 11 r..:th,e sender" remains cloudetl. Satir (1967) .con-. 
te~d~ that the speaker who. specifies that; he is responsible•. for hi.s 
statements, with term,5: like "I .t~ink.,.; ", "I .feel. .. " .or "In my 
experienCE!I, •• ", fac.Uita,tes communicaticm, while .the speaker wh.o overgen.,. 
e.ralizes, hinders ,cc,mmuilication. Inqirect support for this has been ._pro-
. vided by Winer (1971) and Bower (1966), while inclirect opposition h~s 
been ~t ,.fo~th by Conrad a:I}d Conraq. (1956) and Cheek and, Anthonr. (1971). 
The Message 
A,ltbough specification in th.e se!1,di11:g of, a message ,is cru.cial in 
Sat,ir's ver~al ,commµnic~tion inodel; it_ is als.o important to determine 
whether the message .being sen.t is complete or incomplete .. That is, if 
the ,sender leaves .the receiver guessing about, the co!lten_t of a message 
becaµs,e it is incomplete or not flllly e:x:pressed, the _receiver ,must·. 
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operate from what he guesses the mes_sage to be~ with the probability of.-
dysfunctional communication increasing greatly. Satir (1967) h:as stated. 
that.absolutely :Complete co~nica.tion is impossible to ach,ieve~ There 
do exist degrees of.completeness_and incompleteness, h<?wever, and dys-
functional ce>mmunication appears to correspond to the degree of incom-
. . 
pleten,e.ss· in the interactic>n. Dysfunctional families appear to send 
incomplete messages in two ways. First, they f?,il to complete sentences 
(e,~., "He isn't verr.,;you know."). Sec.ond, they use pronouns vaguely 
(e~g. 1 "We went there so they got.upset ~ith him."). 
Sullivan (1925) and Mabry (1964) have supported Satir'_s position 
that_ ince>mplete messages hinder communtcat~on .. Mabry obs_erved that 
schizophrenic psych~atr,ic patients display more "fragmentary" sentences 
in. theh,· language _than do no~als. W:ynne and Singer. (1963) have further 
observed that disrupted, fragmemte~ communication. is .ch,aracteristic of.-
families with schizc,phrenic; children. Add,i tionally, Mahl (1956) , has 
stated that -incomplete. sentences are a sign of 81).Xiet:y in .psychiatric 
' " ,· ', ' ' ' . . 
patie~ts. · In general, a large amount of liter_ature supports the hypoth-
esis.thatincomplete sentences a!_'e associated with anxiety and the pres-
ence of schizophrenia. Mishleiz, an,d.rW8*<le:r -fl9£>,8+.,., ho_w_ever, disagr~e with 
that hypothesis. In a study of 49 families,- they con_cluded that dis-
rupted commun,ication, in .the form of incomplete sentences_, pauses, frag-
mentation and laughter, are more likely to oc~r in normal families than 
in. schizqphreni~ fam_ilies. This-finding essentially agreed with the 
' ' ' l ' . 
eai:iiei: positions of Fiske and Maddi (1961) and Goldman-Eisler (1958). 
Goldm1;U1-Eisler contended that discontinuity in .speech, while breaking the 
ev.en flow <>f words, allo11s the speaker a ch9ice of words, and enal?les him 
t~ introduce new -information. 
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Thus, the role of incompleteness and fragmenta'tion in communicatiqn 
is deba.table. Sa~ir (1967) and Wynne and Singer.(1963) state that incom-
plete sentences are a sign of a ,mal~djusted, ·or specifically, a .schizo-
phrenic f ~i1y. Mishler and Waxler (1968) , however, contend that 
disruptions .and incompleteness are more.representative of normal·families 
than. of schizophrenic families. 
Rec.eiv~r and Context: the Reply 
Haley's (1959) and Satir's .(1967) sc,hema:for analrzing stat~ments 
n<;>t only_ includes the. concepts .of sender and message; but also the con.-
cepts .of sending the me~sage to someQn~ (th:e receiver) within a certain 
s:i,tuation . (the conte~t), The conc~pts. of receiver and context may be ob-. 
served when one person replies to the statement of another. Sat~r (1967) 
discusses. two aspects of the reply which. have a bearing on th.e develop-
ment of cle~r communicat~_on. First, the. degree of commitment or non-
commitment in the.reply appears important in the effectiveness of 
communica.tion. Second, the nature of the statement to which the reply .is 
being given. appears important (i.e., is. the reply made to a statement 
wh,ich is !?pacific, overgene:i;-alized, complete.or incomplete?). Satir. 
. . . . . . ' . ' 
indicate~ th~~ commitm~nt to an overgenera.lized and/or incomplete st~te-
ment_disrupts clear communication. That is, be~ause an overgeneralized 
or incomplete st~tement is considered dysfunctional in Satir's model, the 
individual who commits himself to su_ch a. statement (by either agreeing or: 
disagreeing) cannot be certain about ,what it is. to wh_:ich he is committing 
himself. Thus, not only <;toes he ce>mmit himself to a vague proposition, 
he also extends the .unclear interaction by indicating, through his com-:· 
mitment, that the original statement was .clear when it was nqt. · The only 
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functional recourse in Satir's model is to delay commitment by asking the 
sender to clarify his statement (e.g., "What do you mean by everybody 
hates you?"), By requesting clarification, the individual not only 
avoids the untenable position of committing himself to an unclear.state-
ment, he also indicates to the sender that the communication within the 
interaction is unclear. 
A number of studies provide general support . for the _ inclusion of a 
commitment category in a family interaction study, although no study was 
found which differentiated commitment in terms of a reply to a functional 
or dysfunctionai statement. Ruskin and Faunce (1970) found that normal 
families express more agreement in discussions than do f~ilies with 
schizophrenic or neurotic children. Furthermore, Ruskin and Faunce foun·d 
that multiproblem families exhibit mpre non-commitment, in the form of 
topic change, than do normal families. 
Thu,s, Satir states that the nature of a reply (whether it involves 
commitment or non-commitment) and the clarity of the statement to which 
the reply is being made, are crucial in differentiating_ normal and prob-
lem_ families. Although the factor of commitment has been studied in 
previous investigations~ no investigation was found which specifically 
tested Satir's hypothesis. 
Insurance of Clarity 
Although family communication is rarely completely clear, members of 
the family group may utilize a number of techniques to insure that 
clarity or non-clarity exists (Satir) 1967). In order to assure himself 
that his message has been clearly stated, a communicator may request 
feedback from other members of the· family (e.g., "Did you understand what 
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I meant?"). · In return, the family members may request him to clarify his 
original st~t.ement or they may ignore his . request for feedback, If a 
request for clarification is m~de, th.e se11der may. still reduce the 
generd clari tr .of the inte.ract.ion. by fail in$ to respond to the :r~quest 
by (a) repetition of h~s · original statement (e, g. ,. "Like I just said, 
every.:~ody hates ·me .. ") or by rebuffing th.e request (e.g., 11\l{lly: are rou. so. 
picky?· You know perfectly well what, I m~an. "). Whether the use of these 
techniques indicates family patl).ology remains uncertain. Al though 
requesting f eedbac~ and requesting clarification appear to be. functional~ 
Satir warns that .this-may: not ,always be .the c~se .. The individual who. 
cons:t,antly requests feedback or cla:dfication may hind.e.r communication 
. . . . ' 
rather t~an facilitat~ it. Furthe~nore, examination of another method· of 
disrupting communication - 7 the interruption. -- ha.s produce4 various. 
results in previous studies. Riskin and Faunce. (1970) found that 1;1n 
interruption category in theil' _interact~onal study WS$ non-disc#minating 
between normal and disturbed families. Farii;ia (1960) in a similar 
inyest~~ation, however, suggested that int,rruptions may indicat~ family 
conflict •.. 
Thus · clarification mar . be .. insured in a number of ~ays dt1:ring family 
interaction. The se11,del,' may insure clarity by (a) requesting feedback 
about ·the clearness of his s.tatement and by (b) clarifying h~s statement 
upon .request. Th.e receiver may insure clarity by (a) reques.ting clarifi-
cation and by (b) not interrupting the .sender. 
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Hypo th es. es 
The communication model of Satir (1967) has been reviewed, with 
reference made, to. four. general facto,;-s in.vol VE(ld in clear verbal communi-
cation: the sender, the message. the reply, and ins.urance ~ clarit~'. 
The present investigation examined each of these factors,with the assump-
tion that family members may be.identified as.problem (PROB) or non-
, ' • J • 
problem (NO-PROB) on the .basis of tq.eir .. verbal interaction beh~viors. It 
was also assumed that the individual ,fathers, mothers and children. in 
problem families (PROB FATH, PROB MOTH and PROB·CHILD, respectively) and 
non-problem families (NO-PROB FATH, NO-PROB MOTH and NO-PROB CHILD J 
re~pect;.ively) may be identified on.· the basis of their verbal behE1.viors. 
It was. expected that in a discussion situation, the N07PROB groups 
would be characterized by general clarity as sendel's,, This would be .seen. 
(in comparison to PROB groups) in their use. of· (1) less qvergeneraliza-
tion and (2} more specificE1.t:j.on statements. 
It ,was further expected that· th~ N:0-PROB groups would be character-
ized by more complete messages in their.discussions. This would be seen 
in (3) their use. of more· complete se~tences, . ( 4), their use of less 
incomplete sent~nces. and (5} t4eir_clea1'. use.of ·pronouns-in sentences. 
Th:i,rd,. it was expt;lctec;l that NO-PROB· groups would be more functional 
in their replie~. Thi.s wc;>Uld be seen in (6) less commitl!}ent .to overgen-
eralized statements•. (7) less '.non-~omm~tmen,t to. overgeneralized s~ate-
ments, (8) more requests .for clarification of-overgeneralized statements, 
(9) less commitment to incomplete sentences., (10} less non-c<;>mmitment to 
incomplete sentenc~s and (11). more requests for clarification of 
incomplet~ sentenc~s. 
Fourt~, it ,was expected that NO-PROB groups.would do more to insure 
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clarity in their discussions,: This would be seen in (12) fewer interrup-
tions, (13) more requests for feedback cqncerning clarity, (14) more 
giving of feedback upon request ,and (15) less ~voidance of requests for 
clarification. 
Fifth, it was expect~d that differences on tqe 15 variables would 
exist between groups.of families having children diagnosed as chara~ter 
disorder (CHAR DIS), ne4rotic (NEUR) or non-probl~m (NO-PROB). Further-
more, it was. expected that an intera9tion of effects would exist between 
family members. (father, mother an.d chi],d) and the three diagnostic 
sub-groups (CHAR DIS, NEUR and NO-PROB). 
/ 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD 
Subjects 
Subjects (Ss) were 72 in.dividuals belonging to two samples of family 
triads,. one. sample designated as "non-prqblem" (NO-PROB) and the other 
sample designated as "problem" (PROB). A family triad was defined as a 
father, mother and child currently living together with the child being 
· the natural offspring of -the parents; The samples contained a total of 
24 families with three Ss in each fal!lil):": eight families and 24 ~s in 
the NO-PROB group and 16 families and 48 Ss_in the PROB group. The PROB 
group was further suhdivided into two groups of neurotic (NEUR) and. 
character disorder (.CHAR DIS), each with eight families and 24 Ss. The 
NO-PROB group was comprised of families whose members .had no past or 
pendi~g referral t9 any psychiatric facility. The PROB group was com-
prised of families in which the child had been referred to a psychiatric 
agencr and diagn.ose<l through a formal interview as NEUR or CHAR DIS. No 
cases were used in the present investigation in which physical or 
neurological exams indicated the presence of organic_ factors. The -
NO-PROB, CHAR DIS and NEUR groups were matched on: child's sex, socio-
ec.onomic class (group means on Hollingshead scale ranged from 37. 6 to 
40.8), child's I.Q. (group means on WISC-Full scale I.Q. ranged from 
104.6 to 109.5) and on child's age (group means ranged from 10.7 to 11.4 
years old). 
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Dependent Variables 
All hypotheses of the present investigation were teste4 using the 
following 15 dependent variables for each · S. 
14 
(1) Overgeneralization - A statement in which the speaker fails to 
state thatthe opinions, feelings or information expressed are his own 
. perceptions. · 
(2) Specification - A statement in whi~h the speaker states that 
the opinions; feelings or information expressed are his own perceptions. 
(3). Complete Sentence - A grammati~al unit of a word or words 
expressing a complete th,ought. 
(4} Incomplete Sentence - A grammatical unit of a, word. or words 
that does not express a complete thought. 
(5) Mixed Pronouns - A. sentence·or phrase in .which pronouns are 
mixeq to the ext;ent th;at.the persons or objects to which theyre:f;er a~e 
not clear. 
(6) Cgmmitment to Overgeneralization - A statement in which the 
speaker implies agreement or disagreement with the previous gvergeneral-
ization in the conversation. 
(7} Non-commitment.~ Overgeneralization - A statem.ent in which the 
sp_eaker ignc;,res the ,previous .oVeJ:'.genez:alization in the conversation wh,ich 
called for COlllillitment. 
{8) Request. Clarification of Overgeneralization - A request for the 
previous speaker to clarify an earlier overgeneralization. 
(9) Commitmen~ to Incomplete Senten.ce .- A statement in which the 
speaker implies ag~eement or disagreement with, a previous incomplete 
sentence in the conversation. 
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(10) Non-commitment ~ Incomplete Sentence - A. statement in whic)l 
'. ' 
the ·sp~aker ignc;,res the previous incomplete ,sent~nce. in the convers~tion 
which called for cQJIIDlitment. 
(11) Request Clarification of Incomplete Sentence - A request for 
the.previous speake~_to clarify an earlier incomplete sentence. 
· .. (li) Interrµption A speaker ga~m,; atte,nti.on_ by. int.errupting 
.anqthe;r person's. speech., 
(13). Request Feedback C,,oncE(lrning Clarity - A request by the speaker 
for information concerQin~ the c~arity of .his statements. 
(14:) ~ Feedpack - The one listeni_ng supplies feedback to the . 
original speaker concerriing the clarity of his statements; 
(15) Clarify ~ Requ<rst - The speaker a~tempts to make his previous, 
statements · more understandable .if asked to do so by others. 
\ . . \ . . ' . . . ', 
·. (S~e Appendix B for specific examples of. depe~dent variables.) 
Procedure 
The t~ree family members were placed.in separate roc;,llls and asked to 
fill out ,_an opinion questionn,ai~e which presented _30 hypoth~tic~l famil~ 
• - , I 
problem situations an<!, three pos$ible s_olutions to each. problem. The 
. ' . ' ', . 
probhms dealt _with topics such as ch:i,ldren's ·allowance, _use of babysit-
ters; anq. family vacations. Four ite,ms were selected upon which the 
• ' 1' ', ,· • ' 
fmn:ily m~mbers ;disag~eed. The, family was then re~united i11 a room 
equipped with audio and. -viq.eo re,corders, instructed to discuss each of, 
th,e four ite~s i~. succ~ssion an.d arri"'.'e a"t a unanimous decistqn c<;>ncern-
ing each. The discussions wer,~_transcribed and scqred in random order by 
. an-ob~er'(er on _the 15 4,epende'Q.t va;riables. A second observer working 
il,ldepel)dently, scored, the sixth, 12th, 18th :,and 24th transcripts ito 
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obtain a measure 9f observer reliability. Observer agreeJl!ent .for scoring 
· of .each ,discµssion ·statemen.t rlUlged from 84% t<;> 1QO% for the 15 dePendent 
variables, Observer agreemel)t for>numerical scores for each S on the 15 
. . . . ' •, . \" 
variables ranged in correla'l:ion from +. 66 to +1. 00, al th()ugh four of the 
variables (nos •. 9, 13, .14, and -15) had too few cases of obs~rvation to 
· compute correlation coefficients~ (See Appendix C for complete table of 
. . . . 
obse~er agreement.) .All correlation coefficients computed were signifi-
cant (p < , 01). · Neither observer had prior knowled~e of Ss ! group 
mem9ership during· scoring. 
Experimental Design 
In. order tb differentiate PROB FAM versus NO-PROB FAM characteris-
' 
tics, the scores of all Ss w;ere analyzecl using a multiple discriminant 
functiqn analrsis ~ This analysis. presented, a final predictors system for 
t~e int,eractlonal categories which best discriminated between the PROB 
FAM and NO-PROB FAM groups. Due to ,the probll;)m of shrinkage, E!,Il !!:. priori. 
maximum of five predictors (i.e., five interaction.al categories) were 
. 1 
allowed for selection into the final prediction system. · In order to dif-
I 
ferentiate th~ effects.of fallllilf membership.; three additional multiple 
discri.minant function analyses were d.lculated: one .compc3.ring fathers 
(J:>ROll PATIi versus. NQ..;PROB. FATH),· 011e compari:rg mothers (PROB MOTH vers~s 
. Nq~J?ROB ~TH} and one comparing children (PRQ~ CHILD vers~s NO-PROB··· 
. : . ' 
CHILE>) • · An a priori. itjaximµm of two predictors were ~llowed for selection 
int9 the fir~al p,ediction system. (Sel:l. Append,ix D f()r a more complete 
cf,esciipti9n .9f m~ltiple discriminan,t functiqn analysis.) 
· In order to exa.mine the intera.ctional characterfatics of the diag-
nostie subgroups (CHAR DIS, NEUR and NO-:-PROB) and, individual family 
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. . 
members·. (Father, Mother and Cllild), is ,an.alyses of variance were. calcu-, 
. lated. Each :analysis was t.1.3x3 random:i.zed factorii;Ll design (Kirk,. 1~68)-
. using scores for one J.nteractioriat category only. 
. . ·. 
Sig~ificant interac-, ·. 
tion effects.were investigated using the simple matn·effects interact;ions 
\ ' . ' . ' . ' . 
. ·. J>:t:'Qeedure J~rk~ 1968) .. ~ Comparison of diagnostic ,subgroup means were 
testecl for all interac#onal ,catego;ries .:using Tul<ey's .Hone~tly Signifi-. 
cant <Differences (HSD) ,test, a = .oi,, df = 3.,63 (Kirk, 1968). 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
Comparison: Pro.blelll and Nqn-problem 
Family Members·. 
··The overa.U statistical nuq hypothesis of no significant differ-
ences between means •of PROB FAM and NO-PROB FAM groups was rejected. 
Table l prestlnts -.the means . and standard d.eviations of tl).e two groups for 
the 15 varialJles. The Clarify Upon R~quest val'.'iable was not observed .in 
any of tqe fa11dly discussions and was therefore eliminated from .subse-
quei:it analystlS, It was .found that the NO~PROB FAM group interrupted less 
(X = 0.58) than the PROB FAM group (X = 9.25, F = 24.64, df = 1,70, 
p < • 01) and made more req11ests. for clarification of incomplete sentences 
(X = 1.13} than the PRQB FAM greup (X = 0.81, F = 4.65, df = 1,69,.. 
p < • 05). A final prediction system consisting of Interruptions· 
(F = 29. 31, df .= 1,69, p < • 01) and Request Clarification of Ince>mplete 
Sentences (F = 4.65, df = 1,69, p < .OS) ispresented,in order of 
selection; in Table· II. (Thtl F values and order of selection for all 14 
varia1)les .are prese11ted in Append~x ·A.) The propol'.'tion of·• Ss that were 
correctly .classifie<.i. the. same as their diagnqstJc groups, on the basis of 
the final prediction system~ is presented in Table III. The propo:r;-tion 
of cQrreqt classifications was \significant cx2 = 22. 21, df = 1, p < • 01). 
Table IV presents the frequency distributio,n of -probabilities of c~assi-
fication of Ss in PROB F.N-1 and NO-PROB. FAM groups on the .basis of the 
18 
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TABLE I 
VARIABLE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR FIFTEEN VARIABLES 
FOR PROB FAM AND NO-PROB FAM GROUPS 
Variable 
Overgeneralization 
Specification 
Complete Sentence 
!~complete Sentenc~ 
Mixed Pronouns 
Commitment - Overg. 
No. Commitment - Overg. 
Req. Clari£. - Overg. 
Commitment - Incom. 
No. Cq)Ilmitment - Incom. 
Req. Clari£. - Incom.* 
Interruptions** 
Request Feedb~ck. 
Give Feedback. 
Clarify OJ} Request 
*p < .os. 
**p < .OL 
PROB FAM 
X SD 
57 .81 
11.85 
87.52 
24.98 
.l} 
7 .98 
24.08 
1. 63 · 
2.~6 
17.27 
.81 
9.25 
2 .• 44 
.06 
.oo 
N=48 
43.60 
7.52 
59~74 
16.03 
.49 
6.71 
16 .• 32 
1.85 
3. 21 · 
12.82 
1.25 
8.49 
4.57 
. 32 · 
. 00 · 
NO-PROB FAM 
X SD 
55.92 
11.38 
86. 46 · 
22.17 
. 04 
6.96 
24.13 
2.33 
2. 88 · 
13.58 
1.13 
.58 
2.54 
.08 
.00 
N=24. 
27.45 
8.98 
42.32 
12.76 
.20 
4.88 
10.87 
3.10 
4.01 
7.88 
1.45 
1.10 
3.55 
.28 
.oo 
TABLE .. 11 
SELECTION ORDER AND TEST. OF·. STATISTICALLY·· SIGNIFICANT· VARIABLES 
. DISCRIMiNATING BETWEEN PROB. FAM AND. NO.-PROB · FAM GROUPS 
•. . I. ·. . .· 
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Variable df F value 
to.enter 
Final Prediction System 
4f F 
Interruptions: 
Req. Clarif. -
Incom. 
'P <, .OS. 
**p < .01. 
. . 
1,70 
1,69 
24.64** 
4.65* 
. T~LE III 
. 1 69 
•• 
1,69 
PROPORTION OF STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATION FOR 
fROB FAM Ss· 
. ·., -
NO-PROB FAM Ss 
PROB FAM AND NO-PROB F~. GROUPS . . 
Number of Cases. Classifieq Into Group 
PROB .FAM ·· · .... NO-PROB FAM 
30 (p = .63) 
1 
18 
23 (p= .96) 
x2 = 22.21, elf = 1, (p < .01). 
29.31** 
4.6S* 
TAJ3L.E IV 
. . . . . ·, . ' . ' . . 
.. FREQUENCY. DISTRIBUTION OF PROBABILITIES OF CLASSIFICAT'ION 
. ' ' . FQR PR,OB' FM4 'AND 1,NO~PRQB FAM GROYPS \ ·. . ' ' 
Frequenc~ 
PrQbabili ty of 
· l . ', .. 
Clas_s.ificat~on . 
• 95 - 1.QQ 
.90 .- ~94 
• 85 - .• 89 
• 80 - .84 
.75 
- • 'r9 
• 70 
-
.74 
.65 
-
.69 
.6~- - .~4 
.ss 
-
.59 
.so 
-
.54 
Totais · 
PFAM as· PFAM'as, 
PFAM NPFAM, 
(correct) . (erJ,'or) 
8 
s 
4 
1 
1 
~. 
4 
9 
3 2. 
5 3. 
30 18. -
PFAM = PRQB fAM; NPFAM = NO-PROB FAM. 
. . . ' '. . .,. 
NPFAM as 
NP FAM 
. ' 
(correct). 
1 
1 
4 
s 
2 
8 
1 
1 
23, 
· 21 
N;PFAM as -
PF,AM 
(error) 
1 
1 
final ,prediction system. An ex~ple fqr in:terpreting Tagle )V is · .. that_ 
eight PROB FAM ~s were c~rrectlr clas~ified PROB FAM ~ith a prqb~~lity 
Qf correG_t classificaiion being bet~~en .. 95 and 1. 00. 
Comparison: Father~ in Probl~m and 
Non-problem Families 
2.2 
The overall·st~tistical null. hypothe~is qf no $igni(icant differ-
enc~s bet~een fathers in pro_blem families (PROB FATH) and, fath,ers in 
non-problem families (NO-PROB FATJ-1) was reje.cted. · Table .v presents the 
means and .. standard deviatiQns of the t~q groups for t~e 14variables_. It 
was fe>und ·that. the NO-PROB FATH· group inter~pt~4 les;s (X = l. 00) than 
t1'e PROB FATH grQup' (X = 10.94, F = 7.65, df = ·1,22,, p < ·.o5) and tended, 
to. make more ;requests .. for clarificat1:on of .overgene,ralized s.tatemen,ts 
(X = 4.38) than .the PJWB FATH group. (X = 2.06, F = 2.61, df ·= 1,21, 
p < .25). A f:i;11al._predictie>n system consisting of.Interruptions 
(F = ,7.2~, df = 11 21,_ p < .• 05) an~ Request ,ClarificatiQn Overgeneral1:za-
tion (F = i.61, ,df-= ~,21~ p < .25) is presel)ted,. in order.of selection, 
tn Table VI. (TJ\e F values, and<order of s~lection for all 14 varia'f?les 
t ', ' • •• 
are presented -in ·Appendix·A,) The· proportion of .. ss that were correctly . 
.. class_ified the same as tq.eir _diagnostic grQups., on tqe ba~is of thei_r 
f~nal predictio"Q system, is p:resen,ted in Table VIJ. Tab.le· VIII !)res.ei:its 
the fr~quency dj,st;ibµti9n of prql;>abil,ities of ~lass:ificati9n of .§_s in 
PROB FATH ·and NO-PROB FA'I;'H g-roups oli, t4~ ba~is of th~ .. final. prediction 
$Y,Stem. 
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TABL,E V 
VARIABLE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR FOURTEEN VARIABLES 
FOR PROB FATH AND NO-PROB FATH GROUPS 
PROB FATH NO-PROB FATH 
Variable X SD X SD 
N=18 N=8 
Overgeneralization 67.81 49.76 63.63 14.54 
Specification 13.06 8.47 14.13 11.53 
Complete Sentence- 103.63 67.03 107.63 42.48 
Incomplete Sentence 29.06 18.50 26.13 9.63 
Mixed Pronouns .09 .25 o.oo 0.00 
Conunitment - Overg. 8.50 6.10 8.63 5.01 
No. Commitment - Overg. 28.13 - 16. 71 2,6,88 14.46 
Req. Clari£. - Overg. a 2.06 2.46 4.38 4.44 
Conunitment - Incom, 3.44 2.56 2 .. 38 1.06 
No. Commitment - Incom. 18.06 12.24 15.QO 9.83 
Req. Clari£. - In com. 1.13 1. is l.~O 2.00 
Interl'llptions** 10.94 9.99 1.00 1.60 
Request Fee4back $.75 6.57 4.38 4.53 
·' ' 
Give Feedback ,l9 .54 .p .35 
I I 
a 
< .• 25. p 
**p < .01. 
TABLE VI 
SELECTION ORDER AND TEST OF STATISTI<;:ALLY SIGNIFICANT.VARIABLES 
DISCRIMINATING BETWEEN·PROB FATH AND NO-PROB FATH GROlJPS 
24 
Variable df F value Final Prediction System 
Interruptions 
Req. Clari£. -
Overg. 
*p < • OS. 
1,22 
1,21 
to enter 
7.65* 
2.61a 
TABLE VII· 
df 
1,21 
1,21 
PROPORTION OF STATISTICAL CLASSIFICATION FOR 
PROB FATH ·AND NO-PROB FATH GROUPS, 
PROB FATH . Ss 
NO-PROB FATH Ss 
Number of-Case~ Classified Into G~oup, 
PROB FATH NO-PROB FATH 
11 ,(J;l = .69J 
0 
5 
& (p = 1. 00) 
2 X · - 10.15, df;:: 1, (p < .01), 
F 
7.29* 
2.61a 
TABLE VIII 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF PROBABILITIES OF CLASSIFICATION . 
. FOR PROB FATH .AND NO-PROB FATH GROUPS . , 
P~oba~ility of, 
Class~fi~atiOP, 
~~5 
-
1. 00 · 
.~o - -~4 
.ss - .8~ 
.ao - .84 
.75 - • 79 
.70 
-
. 74 
.65 - .6~ 
.60 - .64 
.55 - .59 
.so 
-
,S4 
Totals 
. . . . . . ' ' 
Frequency 
PF as· PF as NPF as 
PF NPF NPF 
(co:rrect) (error) (correct) 
2 1 
2 
3 
1 3.· 
2 1 
2 
1 
1 1 
2 2 
11 5 8, 
PF = PROB FA'l'.H; NPF = NO-PROB FATH. 
. . . . . . ; . 
25 
NPF as 
PF 
(error) 
0 
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Comparison: Mothers in Problem and ~ . . ' 
Non-problem FaJllilies 
The_ ove:r;all .statistical 11u_ll hy;pothesis of no significant, differ-
ences between mothers in problem (PROB _MOTH)_ and non-problem families 
(NO-PROB K>TH) was rejected ... Table IX presents the means and standard 
deviations. of. the two groups for the 14 ·variabl,es .. _ It ·was found that, tl\e 
NO-PROB K>TH. group interru,pted less (X = O. 38) th_an · the PROB MOTH group 
(X = 10.31, F = 12.29, df = 1,22, p < .01) and.tended to conun~t them-
selves. to incomplete sentences more (Sf= 5.00} than t4.e PRQQ MOTH &roup 
(X = 4.19, F = 2.24, df = 1,21,- p < .25), A final predict~on system 
consisting of Interl";1ptions·(F = 14.99,- df = 1,.21, p < .001) and 
CqmJlll;.tment tQ _Incomplete Se7!:ten~es (F = 2.24,. df = 1,21,, p < .• 25) is 
presented, in order of selection, in Table X. . (The F values and, order o:f; 
selection for all , 14 variables a:r;e presented i~ Appendi~ A.) The propo:r,--
ti.on of .Ss that were c~rrectl)' classifie,d the_ same_ as t~eir :diagnostj,c 
groups, on tq.e basis of the .final prediction system, is presented in 
Table XI. Table XII prese~ts the :f;requencr disti:ibution of probabpities 
of cla$sificatj,.on o:f; Ss -in the. PROB MOTH and NO-PROB MOTH,groups on the 
. . . . \• - ·. ,, ·. - . ' 
i 
basis ~f the final pred.ictioi:i system. 
TABLE IX 
VARIABLE ·MEANS AND STANDARD. DEVIATIONS FQR FOURTEEN '(AR!ABLES · 
FOR PROB M:>Ta AND '.NO-PROB MOTH GROUPS 
2.7 
.!;'ROB MOTl:l NO-PROB MOTH 
Variable SD SD 
N=16 N=8 
Overgeneralization 
·' . 
66. 81 .. 45.03 64.25 36.50 
Specification 12.56 7; 17 .. 12.8.8 9,37 
Complete Sentence·· 100.44 6L36 92.88 43.48 
Inc;omplet.e, Sen~ence '- 24. 3.1 16 .18 .· 23.75 13.38. 
Mixed Pronouns .19 • 75 ·. ;13 .35 
Coi:ronitment ... Overg . 9.81. 7.52 8.13 5.6~ 
No. Commitment - Ovetrg. 23.50 17 .33 · 23.2,5 6.84 
Req. Clari£ •. - Ov.erg. 1.94 1 .• 39. 1.8.8 1.80 
Comaj.tment Incom. a 4.19 4.2.8 5.00 6.50 -
'· 
.. 
No. Conunitment - Incom. 21.44 15.63 15.63 5.58 
Req. Cl~rif .. - In,co.m •. 1.13 · 1.67. 1.00 ··. .93 
InterruJ?t~ons** ~0.31 7. 91 · .38, .74 
Re-ques_t Feedback· 2.38 4.01 2.0Q 2.88 
. . . . . . 
Give Feedback· o.oo .o.oo .13 . 35 
'·,' 
·, . ' ' 
a 
< . 2.5. p 
*'p <; • 01. 
' 
TABLE X 
SEL,ECTION ORD_ER AND TEST -OF· STA'U.STICA~LY S.IGNIFICA,NT YARIABLES 
D!SCRIMINAtING BETWEEN PROB MOTH AND-NO-PROB ~TH GROUPS 
. .. , • , • ·,· , •. I • ,, , I ,, , • , 
Variable,. df f val4e 
to enter. 
Final :,Prediction Sfstem. 
-!'qtE,_rruptio11:s , 
Commit~en t ,, - Inc. 
*'*'p < • 01. 
1,,22., 
1,,2~ . 
12. 28,** -
2.23~ 
T~LE,XI -
df 
1,21_ ,, 
1, 21 __ 
PROPORTION OF STATISTICAL CLASSIF,JCATIQN FOR 
- , - -PROB MGTH AND 'NO-PROB MOTH GRQl}PS . 
JitROB MO'fH Ss, 
N,O--P~OB :MQTH :, Ss 
. ·. . . . '. ' ) . .' 
Number qf C~ses ~lassified, Intq Group 
PROB MOTH NO-PROB MOTH 
' ' , .. 
11 (p : Io (>9) 
0 
!?-
8 (p = ,1.0(;)) 
; ' ' 
2 X' = 10.l~, df i=,l,, (~ _< .01). 
F 
14,;99~* 
2;2.3a_ 
TABLE XII 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF PROBABILITIES OF CLASSIFICATION 
. FOR PROB MOTH AND NO-PROB MOTH GROUPS. -
' ' . . 
Frequency 
Probab~lity of PM as PM as NPM as NPM as 
qass:i,fication PM NPM NPM PM 
(~orrect). (error) (correct) (error) 
.95 - LOO 4 2 
• 90 - .94 2 . 
• 8.5 - .89 
.80 ·- • 84, 2 
.75 
- .79 1 
.70 
-
,74 3 
.65 
-
.69 2 2 
.60 - .64 3 
.55 - .59 3 
.so - .54 
Totals 11 5 8 0 
PM= PROB MOTH· 
.. ' 
NPM = NO-PROij MOTH. 
Comparison:. , Child;ren in -Problem. and 
Non-problem F~ilie.s 
30 
The overaU st1:1,t:istical.null hypothesis of no significant qiffer-, 
ences bet~een :means of c~ildr.en in problem (PROB_ CHI~D) and non-prob.leiµ 
families (NO-PROB CHILD) was reject~d.· Table XIII pres~nts. the means and 
' . ' . ·: . 
standard deviation.s of t4~ twq groups for the 14 variab,les. It was found 
that the NO"'.'PRQB CHI~D group i~tel'.rupted. less · (X = 0. 38} . than the 
PROB CHILD group , ex · = . 6. 50, F = 5, 72, df = 1, 22, p < , 05) and, tended to 
request clarification of incomplete sentences more (X = 0.88) than the 
PROB CHI~D group (X = 0.19, F = 2.55, d{ = 1,21, p < .2.5). A final 
prediertion sys,1;:em consisting of I~terruptions ~ (F = 4 .48, . df .;, 1,21, 
p < .25) and Request Clarification.-,Incomplete (F = 2.55,- df = 1,21.,. 
' ~ ' . '. . . 
p < • 25) is presented, i~ order o:f selection, in Table XIV, (Th,e F 
values_ ~nd order of selection for all 14 · variabl.es are presented i~ 
Appendi~ A.) The proport~on qf Ss -that ,were correctly classified t~e 
s~e ·as. their diagnostic group, on tl:!,e basis of the final prediction 
systexn, i~ ,presen:ted_ in Table ,.xv. Tap le XVI prese~ts the frequency 
distribution of probabilities of: classification of. Ss in the. PROB CHILD 
' .... ,, \ . ,, ' - ........ , ·. 
and NO-PROB qHILD groups on. th~ bas.is of the final prediction, system. 
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TABLE XIII 
VARIABLE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR FOURT~EN VARIABLES. 
FOR PROB CHILD AND NO-PROB CHILD GROUPS. 
< •• ' ' • \' 
Varial;>le 
Overgeneralization 
Specificat:ion .. 
Complete . Sentence . _ 
Incomplete Se~ten~e 
Mixed Pronouns 
•. t I : "•, , 
Commitment --Overg. 
No.Cqmmitment - Overg. 
Req. Clal'.if. - Overg. 
Commitment .. - Incom. 
Na. Commitment.- Incom. 
REHl• q,arif. - l~com.a 
In'l;;er~ptiqns* 
RequesJ F~e~h~ok 
G~ ve Fted~.~~~ 
*p < : OS~ 
PROB CHILO 
' 
X SD 
N=l6 
38,.81 29.56 
9.94 6.95 
58;50 39.63-· 
21.~6 13.05 -
.13 .34, 
S.q3 · 6.14 · 
20.63 14.97 
.88 1.36 
1,25 1.57 · 
12. $1 . 8.68 
.19 
,··,, . 
.4.0 
~.~o 7.15 
' tb 1. ]j 1.60 
:v- -
9.90' 0.00 I·, 
NO-PROB 
x 
N=8 
39 •. 8.8 
7 .13 
58.8.8 
16.63 
o.oo 
4.13, 
22.~5 
.7$ 
1.25 
10.13 
.88 
I • 3$ 
' 1.t~ 
,, 
p,90 
CHILD 
so 
2.2.18 
3.48 
~7.60 
14.39 
o.oo 
2 .~9 , 
10. 87 -
,&9 
1.04 
7.45 
1.36 
.74 
2.55 
o.oo 
TABLE XIV 
. i • 
SELECTION ORDER·AND TEST OF STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES 
DJSCRIMINATING .BETl\lEEN :PROB CHILD AND NO-PROB CH~L.D GRQUPS 
32. 
Variab.le, df. F valu~ Final Predi~tiqn System 
Interrupti~ns,, 
Req. , Cla;if.· - . 
Inc. 
*p < .os. 
to enter. df 
s. 72* l,41 
~.ssa ·· 1,21 
TAB~E XV 
PROPORTION OF STATISTICAL -CLASSIFICATION _FOR 
, PROB CHILD '.AND NO-PROB CHILD GROUPS . 
~RqB CijILD jss 
NO-PROB CHILD.Ss 
. .. ' . ,._ 
' '\, • , i <:,\ I . , 
NumbE:r of .Cases. Classified. Il}tO Group .. 
PROB .CHILD NO-PROB CHILD 
lQ (p = • 6~). 
() 
6 
8 (!) . = 1. 00) 
2 X = 8.57,. df = la (p < .01} •. ·. 
F 
4.48*. 
2.~s~ 
TASLE XVI 
FREQUEN(;Y DISTRIBUTION OF PROBABILITIES OF CLASSIFICATION 
. . . . FOR PROB CHILD AND NO-PROB· CHILD GROUPS. . . 
Probability of 
Classification 
.95 ·- 1.00 
.90 - .94 
.ss 
- .89 
.80 - .84 
.75 ·- .79 
.70 - .74 
.65 
- .69. ' 
.60 - .64 
.ss - .59 
.so - .54 
Totals· 
PC as 
PC 
(correct) 
2 
2 
1 
4 
L:>' 
10 
Frequency 
PC as 
NPC ·. 
(error). 
1 
5 
6 
NPC as 
NPC 
(correct) 
1 
2 
1 
4 
8 
~C = PROB CHILD; NPC = NO-PROB CHILD. 
3~. 
NPC as 
PC 
(er.ror) 
0 
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Comparison: Family as a Unit 
It is interesting to not~ that an alternate method of scoring-,.. 
scoring the f~il)' as,.a unit -,- proved to be less ef'fective than.the 
present ·srstem of scoring each family member. Wh~n scoring each family 
as a unit; by summing each of the family member's scores_ to equal one 
sc_ore,.for each variable, only,the Ii:iterniptions .categoir was found to be, 
statistically significant, (p < -~OS). Howevel'. the -Clf:l.ssification s:ystem __ 
was improved slightly to a succes~ful classi,fication rate of .100% for the 
noI1-pro9lem. familie~ an4 69% for the problem _families. 
Comparison:., Diagnost~c ·sub,-groups -
The statistic3:l ·nul,l h:ypoth~sis .pf no significant differences 
between_ the _means of the C~ DIS, NEU:R ancl NO-PROB groups for the _ 
Inter;uptfon c,te~9ry, was r~j ected ... Thfre w_ere n~ significant ,differ-
e11;ces. between m~~s for the other 14 variables. (See Appenq.ix E for F. 
values.) The means of the three diagnostic _groups for all 15 variables 
are presented in Tab le XVI I. Within the Interruptions category,. it w_as 
' . . . 
found; that the statistically different group me~s (F = l~.60, df = 2,63., 
' ' ' . ' l .. ' . • . ' ' ; 
p < • 01) inyolved the NO-PROB -group ~ald,Ilg fe~er i11terruptio11s within a 
discussion (X-= 0.58) than either the.CHAR, DIS group ex·= 10.,92, 
p < .01) or the NEUR group, (X = 7 .58, p < .01). 
No statistically significant family 111emb~rship by diagn9stic group · 
' interactions were found for any of ,the 15 va:t.i,ablE\ls. F values_ for the 
interactions_.ranged from .196 to 1.744:~ df = 4,63; aq were.stati_stically 
non-significant. - See. Appendix E for all_ F '('all,les. 
TA.BLE XVII 
GROUP MEANS OF DIAGNOSTIC SUB""'.GROUPS FOR FIFTEEN VARIABLES 
Variable 
Overgeneral iz at ion 
Specification 
Complete Sentenc~ 
Incomplete Sentence 
Mixed Pronouns 
Commitment - Overg, 
No, Commitment - Overg, 
Req~ C.larifo - Overg, 
Conuni tment - -In.c, · 
No, Commitment - Inc, 
Req, Clari£, - Inc, 
Interruptions** 
Request F.eedback 
Give Feedback 
Clarify Upon Req, 
**F = 13,60, p < ,01. 
CHAR DIS 
X 
6L79 
13.25 
92 .. 13 
27 .~6 
0~25 -. 
8013, 
25,88 
L42 
3,58 ., 
18,83 
0,67 
10.92 
L67 
0,08 
0,00 
NEUR 
x 
53.83 
10.46 
82 ,92 
22.00 
o.oo' 
7 .83. -
22.29 
1.83 
2,33 
15,71 
0.96 
7,58 
~.21 
0,04 
o.oo 
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NO-PROB 
x 
55.9~ 
1L38 · 
86.46 
22,17 
0,04 
6.96 
24,13 
2.33 
2 ;8.8 
13.58 
1.13 
0,58 
2,54, 
0,08 -
0.00 
CHAPTilR IV 
DISCUSSION 
' . 
Comparison: Problem and Non~pro~lem ~ro~ns 
The stl'Qngest discriminat9r betwe~~- all PROB and NQ-P~QB groups 
(Families, Fathez:s, Mothers ·an.d C,hildren) was the Inter-J:Uptiens cat~gory. 
Th~ resu)ts ,fC>r tq.at · c~tegory consi~ten~ly suppQrted the original hypoth-
esis that interrt1ptions are me>i:e ·frequen~lf _obse:rved · .. in problem, rc1.ther 
than,,non-,probl_em, f~qiesr Thes.e fi:i:tdi~gs als.o s:u:pp<"i)rt Farina's· (19(;i0) .. 
contention that· interrt1ptions ch~1;1.cterize prqbl~m families, while con-. 
. ;, ·: ' ' ' :.· ' . ·. . . ' ... _ 
tradictill~ Ris~in .and Faunce (1~7.0) wq.o reported·th~t-int:errt1ptions were 
'' . . . ,. : . ' ' ! . 
non-d~sal'.'imin~ting bet~een. ,probl_e~ ~d no~-problem families. Th~· results 
of the present ,study go on to speciff, however, thc1t nqt · on~y are 
interruptie:ri.s ·characteri.~tic _of the problem fa,mqy members as a whole, 
, . ' . . 
but th.at e~ch f~ily memper --: father, m(?ther and child -- . tends to 
interrupt. mqre ,than .hi_s 11:on.-prqblem counterpa:i;-t. Th~s int.erru:ptions ,. as 
an. in_ter_a~ti9nc1l· beh~vior ,. appear to be \both ,_a powerful a.pd· ci;msis.tent 
in~ie~tor o~ family problems. 
In th_e PRO~ f A.¥ ·.and N9-PROB FAM compari5.on t4e second , chei(?e fol' the. 
finc1.l prediction system was ,.the R~que.st Clarificat\c;m - Incomplet~ · 
ca.tego::rr, The re~ults supported. the original. hnfathe~is that tl).e NO-:PROB 
' . ' _. . . '· . . -
J;AM .group would request cl~~ific.a:tion mor~ often than t~'e PROB FAM. gr(?up 
WC\>Uld. This·· finding suppQrted Satir' s (1967) assertiq~ th~t fu~<?tion.allx 
communicating £~.lies ayoid .mis~derstan,4ings by req,uesting 
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c\ai:;i.fic,a~ic;>n o:1; incomplete. s~ntences. A simUF1-r result was found in the 
' . ~ .. : . ' . ' . ' 
PRQB ,,CHILD a,nd. NQ-P~QB C~ILD ,conwaris.on. in .. which the .same .Requ~st 
ClariJicatioil - Incomplete c,a~egory was the second choic~ for the final 
. . ' . . ' ,· ' . \ 
prediction system. Again the original hypothesis of NO PROB CHILD> PROB 
• ' ' I ' ' ' •• , ,. '! ' • 
CHILD was .. supported. Th~ pr~~abili tr level Qf error ,for t4at co~clusion 
was ,.somewhat higp.,'. however. (p < , 25), · For the PROB FATH and .. NQ-PROB 
. , •' • · • ,, · , ' I\ ', • ' ' •· • 
FATH comparison, anqthe~ Request Clarification category was,the second 
: . . . \ . .• 
variable ent~rf;ld :into. the ftnal predictiqn sy~tem.. For that. comparis.on; · 
h.owever, the category chosen. was tq.e Request Cla,rificatiqn -
Qver~eneraliza~i<:m rather than the RE:')quest Clarificatio:11 - Incomplete, 
category~ The results were also in th.e hypoth,.esized direct:ion of ·NO-PROB 
FATH> PROB FATH, alt;h~ugh the er~or probability for that.cqnclusiqn 
again was ·somewhat high (:p <,, 25), · Only. the PB,9B MOTH ~n~ NO-PROB MOTH 
comparison <i:i.c;l nC;>t con,:f;orm,to tn~ patt;~rn .. of ,ha,ving a Request ,Clarifica-
t:i,on categ~n;y as.,a strong ~roup discriminl:!,tOl'.· Instead, the Connnitment 
:· •• ! ', ' ' • • ··' 
t9 Inc~mplete $enten.ces .. categorr .:was the seq(:md, varia~le, ente:i;-~d i:Qto th:e 
find predioti(:)n system,· while. the. Request Clarification - Incdmplete 
• ,•' . ' .• ',• ,. , \ ,,•, • ' I I ' 
c~tegory w.as f9urth ;and th:e Request Clarifica.tion - O~ergenen1.lizati011 
cat~~ory \\(as ,,eleventh.. Mo:i;-eove~,. the NO-~RQB ~TH grc,mJ>, cont~a.ry to the 
eriginal ;hn,othesi:5; as well as S~tir'~ (19.67) h¥,Pothest_s, committet;l 
them~elves t~ inco]]lplete sentenqes mqre th:an tl}e PRQB MOTH g:i;oup die\, As 
in th.~ father an,d cl}ild comparisons, however,, th,e iq.clusion .,of that 
ca~egQrr as ,a, statistical.ly S~gnifican.~ grQUp discriminat;qr iS SQmewhat 
tenu9~s (p·< ,2,5) ,,-' 
From. the~e fii:td~~~s, . a ~eneral .pattern of verba,l cqmmunicat;ion with-: 
in probl~m families :em~rges,, The stro~ge~:t aspect of ·the pati;:em .. is., that·· 
problel!l family me,mbers tend to in,ter,rup,t one ,,another in the ,.cours~ of ,a 
3.8 
discussion~ tht;s ·· disrupting th,e fl;'ee f~o,w 0f 9pi~icms and .. id.ea$, Th~ 
pre$ent study' s findings suggest a number of h}:'Potheses con~erning t~e 
relat~ons~ip between inte.rruptions · an.d family patho~ogy, Interruptions 
may reflect ,.a striving for p9we:r. bet~.een,. famil,f members in \ihich disl;'U,p-
tions . of anothei: persqn 's speech repre$ent .. an eff qrt ,. to control that 
persc>n by regulatin.g when he. may speak and .bf ce:n,soring what h~ ma:r say 
(Mishler and Waxler~ .196.8,,). If.th.is .is true, the f~ndings of the present· 
st~dy, that_ all family memqers ,tend~ to interrupt, indicat~ tha~ the 
family members are _involved .in a power. struggle .with one another, 
. '·, '. ' . ' . . . ' 
Furthe_rmore, this struggle appea~s to .be ta~ing place in a family system .. 
in wh~ch there .,exis-ts no clearly defined power sti:uctt,1re --, evei::y member.· 
ch.allenges. the other. Ad;c;litionaily, if ·the po~er hypothesi~. ,is. true, o~e 
may conclude that the lack:of·inter~ptions w~thin the non-problem family 
is probably due to the. existence of a clearly defin~<;l power structure 
whic~ is accepted by each fa~ni,ly m~mper. Suqh c<;>nc1µ$~ons regarding the_ 
lack of power. structures in .. problem fiµnilies haye also been re:ached by 
Haley (1959) in his observations .of schizophren_ic fa,miHes, and br, 
Schuham . (1970) in his s.t,udi~s. o~. family po~er a11:d agreemen~, Further 
iI1:fomati~~. conce~ing p~we~ structu:r;:es m~ght .. be obt;ained from studies· Qf 
\\'h9 interrupts whpm-within th~. fam,ily and the success :each .:fami~r me~ber. 
has iri di~.rupt~'Ilg discussi9n. Similar work has :i,een .repo:t"ted-by Mishler 
and Waxl_er (1Q68) in, tht;lir stud:r, of schizophrenic families,, whic~ 
re~ul ted in .. varying 'findings, 
The fin,din.g that Request Cl~rification, categories ,are f?trong group 
dis_criminators ,in the:. present , study ten.qs ·to. lesse:n support. for. the power, 
hypothesis, Mishler an.d. Waxler (1968) suggest that: q~es,tion asking, like 
--........, interruptio11s; · is an indirect t~chn.ique .. of disrupting othe:r;: people's 
., 
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conun~ic~:t;ion ~d h~nce is a sign of coi:iflict and: strug~le ~i thi;n th~ .. 
family. The fin.din~ that· on.e type of qt+est~cm a~king ":'- that of asking 
for clarificatio11, -- is mp;re cha:t:a.cteris.tic Qf non.,.problei,i famqies.,, 
indicat~s that not a,11.questians,. are ,.disruptin~ nc;>r are _thef .. signs qf 
s~ruggle. Instead,, que~tions may indicate a harmoniC>us ,.pattern of fam.ily 
members attempt~n~ to unqerst;.and each .othe:i;-. 
A second, and .thircl. hypothe~is view i11,terruptions ,more .. as. a ca.usal 
~ ' ' ',' . ·, ' ·, 
elel!lent ;in family pathc;,logy. The seqon.d hypothesis qeals. with the indi-
• , . ' . ' '•' I 
vidual fam,ilf memb.er' s self c~nc~pt. PareI1,tal. inter~ptie:ns of cq.ildren 
ma.y tell the children that what they say .is .. of no import~ce and not 
wo~th finisp.ing. Thus the child develops a lo~ opinion __ of ,himself,. 
thi,nki~g tha,.t ,his tho~ghts are not w,orth putting into w,otds, As a result 
the child may w,ithdraw and -.refuse to .inter_act '-with _anyqne, 91: he may act 
out _his thoughts in an inappropriate manner. For example, ins,tead qf 
verbally assaulting his,prot~er (e.g. j "I hate yqu!II) he may physically 
. ' . ,· l 
attack hi~,, beca.use he feels that }l.is words -have no pc;>we.r to conyey his_ 
fee;ings, Continu.aus repetiti.on of such behavi<;>r eveJ!:tm;1.lly results in 
the lab,el iof "probl'em child". 
The third hypothe~is invai ves the dis.rup~ion of inf 9rmation-
pr0dessing through i~tel,':ruption. , That is.$ throu,gh cm;istant interruption, 
the child is d,eprived of speecl~, his, m~jQr method of ·learni11g about t~e 
. ~ . \ . \ . ' 
wc;>rld ~d the peopl_e in, it. The c~:Ucl is th:u,s -re~tricted _in hi~ efforts . 
to neg(?tiate with others -- to receive their qpi11-icms and. chec~ out ,hi_s 
<;>wn, perceptions by comparing thiem. with. ,t~ose qf others. Th~s · c9ncept 
app~a.rs ,quit(!) workabl~ in yi_ew 0~ the _findings ,c th.at _problem c~ild.ren give 
:f;ew;er,requ~sts ):Qr :pareJ:1.tal c~arifica~ion .of·sentenqes., A~ai11,. thi,s 
illustrates the. idea, that dist"4rbed children becom.e di~turbed becalJ:se 
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they are limited in their communication with others, Their statements 
are interru~ted and their requests for clarification-~ of questioning 
things ,they do not understand-..- is stifled, Furthermore, this finding 
completes the pattern of free flqw}n~ communication thought to.exist in 
non-problem families, Not on~y is.there less disruption in communication 
through interruptions, but there is an interactional level of communica-
tion in which family members seek out information from one another if a 
misunderstanding occurs, 
The lack of statistical significance of either the Sender categories 
(Overgeneralization and Specification) or the Message categories 
(Complete Sentences, Incomplete Senten_ces and Mixed Pronouns) as 
effective group discrimi~ators raises questions about their importance as 
conc~pts of verbal communication, Also, it may be that they do play an 
important role.in communication, but only when accompanying non-verbal 
communication is _taken into_ account (Mehrabian, 1971), · For example, an. 
incomplete .sentence may be "completed" by a gesture or facial expression 
so that all involved in the discussion receive a complete~ message, 
Group Diagnostic Classification 
One purpose. of the multiple discriminant function. analysis is to 
prqviq.e a final prediction system.upon which accurate and efficient _group 
classificaqon of family members may be made, Insp~ction of the PROB FAM 
and NO-PROB-FAM classifications in Tables III and IV indicates somewhat 
mixed findings, The correct c~assification rate of NO-PROB FAM members. 
is 96%, which indica.tes that on t11.e basis of the final prediction system 
(Interruptions and Request Clarification - Incomplete) one can expect to 
achieve a.high rate of success on correctly-classifying NO-PROB FAM 
4.1 
µie!llbers as such, However, _success:f;ul classification of PRQB F~ me111b_ers 
as s,uch i~- lo~er :j.n probability -- -Q3%. Trml:slat:ed · if1:tp ~ractical term~,, 
th:e,se prob~bilit:,ies i11dic.at~, that. ~h.e fi~al ,prediction srstem ._as a di1:1.g- _ 
no_stic tQQl is ,quite accurate in diagnosing n,on-problem _ family mem,bers, 
but less acc4rate in diagnosing prc;>b lem ,famqy members cor~ectly ._ If the 
cc;>~t of miscla,ssification of probl~m family memh~rs i.~ low and t~e cost 
of .m:i,sclass~fication of non,-prqble_m, family memb~rs is high~ the_n -this -
• • ' , I 1 i 
f::i.nal J?re~iction system a~ a di~g;nostic _toot ,may b~ useful. , For e~ample ,_ 
the -therapist usin~ th_is ._class_ification system ._for diagnqstic purposes 
has . a loli risk __ of treatin,~ a family meml;?E:ir t~at dqes nqt · re~llY, need . 
treatment (a "ncm-probleml' .f ami~y mel1!ber).. This is_, due to the -high prob-
, '\ . . . ' , 
abqi ty of, correctly classifying non-,.p:i;-oblem family members as ._.such. In 
\ ': .. . •. . ,. 
i,n,any areas of clinic~! work, w.it:h l~;ge case loads and_inadequatel:y sized 
staffs to accqmodate th;e case ·le~ds,, the cost c;,f tre~ting a f~ilf memb~r 
tha:t .does not need_ it is a lu:icurr, t~at _,can hardly be afforded. _- Howev_er ,, . 
the t~erapist _pays_,f9r tQ~S efficienc:r, by also rejecting: cli~nts that 
~~allx do need a~s.istanc~. _ (th~_ "pr~b_lem family member"). This is due to 
I 'I ' ' " 
_ the lc;>lter prc;,babili ~y rate (63,) of correctly clas,sifyin,g problem family 
. . . . . ., I . . . ' 
me~ber~ as sµ,ch •. The ultimate decision Qf relying upon ._a class,ifying 
system with thi,s tfPe ,of disad"'.,antage :is up to the considerati,°rn. of, the 
t~erapist ._ 
Qne '._imp<?rtan:~ 1:1.spect of; the ,probabilities distrib,ution in Table IV 
is· th_at. the corre~tl:y class,ifie.d PROB FAM as PROB FAM group is 
distributed_ som~'"'.hat bimoda~ly, w:Lth 17 §_s ,havin~ a proba~ilit~ of ,cor-, 
rect .. class.ificaticm, betW;een • 85 and _l, 00 a.n,d another group of -eight §_s 
between the • 50 and . 59 probability levels. ,TJ;.)J.s bimodal, distribution 
• ' • • '). ' • ' • • • • -.,. • ·' < ',• , • • : • ·, • ' •' • 
sug~ests .t~at ,. the- final ,pred~ction srsteim ,delineat~s one "tfPe'! of 
42. 
~ROB FM,-1 memb,er .veir .weU, as iJ1:d,icated bf th~ hiih level of probability 
of col,'rect ,classificati~n. The ex~ct n.ature of t11is · differenc~ should be 
the _subj~ct o{ future :i;-es_ea.rch. , 
Th.e group I clasdfica:tio1;1s f~r father~,, m(?thers and child:ren are 
q_uite .simil ..~r tq the over~ll family cla~sifications. A hi~h probabili~y 
for successful classification .of-NO-PROB members 7exist,s (100% for all 
. . ' ··, ' ~ . . 
. . . 
groups), while a lower,iprob.a~ility le~el .exist:s for PROB members (ra~ging 
from (,3% .to 6~%) ,· Again, the .cost .,of miscla~sificatic;,n is cru.cial in 
determining the .efficier1cr of ,t~e final prediction syste~ as diagnqstic 
tools. However, x2 tests showed,that.the over~ll classific:;i.tions 
cq~rec~ly classifi~d b_oth PROB and .NO-PROB members at a rate greater than 
cha.n.ce. 
Comparison: D~agI;iostic Sub-groups 
To gain additio1wl informatio;rt. regard~11g verbal. com11n.1nicati(?n in. 
' . ''i·": ·:· ·:. !.· .· ,:,j,,!J• >. . 
prob,lem fiµiri.lies 11 the _PROB.FAM group1was. divided int;!'.> its two.constitue.nt 
groups:, eig~t £~Hies with n~urotic children a11'-1. \eight fam,ilies 11~th 
c~~ra~ter ,disorder. child!en,. Ana;rs,is Qf t4ese two groups. was fe; t to. be 
impo:r;-tant ,partlf due to the su~ges.tioi;i .of· differellt "~fpes" ·of PROB -mem-
bers :Within_ the_ cla~sific_at~c;,n prob~~ili tf dis_tributi9ns (Table IV), 
Inte,rrupti9ns ·were fot,1nd to t;>e significantly. greater fqr the N:EUR grqup 
. ' ., '\ I ' . 
th~n th~- NO-PROB ,group and great;er fQt: the CHAR DIS ,graup than the , 
NO-PROB group. No d.ifferences ·betwee:Q. the. NEUR and C.HAR DIS groups -.nor 
fl;Ullily membersh,ip by dia_gn,ostic sub-gro,up inte:r;_act~qns .were founcl to h~ 
statistically sign.ifican.t for any of the 15 ·va:r;iables •. Fro:ip.. ;the lack o:(: 
statistical.lf significa.n.t diff~re~ces ,betw.een N~UR ~d CHAR DIS grol:1ps ~ 
it ,may l;>e cc;mclud~d. that ;_f~il.~es ,of charact_er d~sorder ~'Qd neu;r;-ot~c 
. ,43 .··· . 
. :·':'' 
children_ are alike in their verbal conununiqation. ·.This. co~clusio~ is 
' . . . / . 
questionaQl.e~, however; in view of .. differences thought .to exist between 
. ·.. . . '-! . ·, .. 1_ ••• ' : .. :· ••• ,. \ ' • 
the two groups diagnost\cally. M~er. (1966), for example,. vi~ws the 
pyschopathic, character diso~cler as. socially and verbE1llf adept, while. 
neuro~ics are viewed as som~what' socially \\lithdrawn: In vie; of the 
statistically non"'.'s.ignifiqant. results for CHAR DIS ~~d NEUR_ group differ- . 
ences,, it may be th~t the-.C(?Jµlliµ~j.C3:~ion systems~studied Jn ·the _present··· 
. ..· ' .· ''. :· . . . ·. 
investigation are inappre>priate £or fine discriminations between patho-
logic~! sub.:groups J but' ap;~opri~te; for a gener~l differeritfatt~n ~etwe~n 
' . 
' . .· 
"problem" and "non-:-pr<;>blemfl groups. Also it may be that a,ny conµnunica- .. 
tion ,system -is, inappropriate. :for differentiation b~tween diagnostic sub-
groups. A' third. possibil_ity Is ; thaf;th~ diagno;tic sy~tenF currenu~/used 
is err<;>neous. Th~t is) thei:e i~ nQ' real difference between cl}a.ra.~te.r' 
disorder and neurotic children. Finally, the inability of the present 
system -to make such. differentiati,on~ ,may a~so account for. th~ l~ck of 
interac;tion bet~een family m~ll)bership and diagnostic sub-group effects. 
. . . . .. ' . . . ·. 
Considerations .fo:r f'.u;rth_e.r Res.earch 
A rn;tmbe:r of areas :_within. tl;J.e present inves:tigEltion appear tq' deserve 
furt~er study~ First, the imI?<?l'.t~ce of each of the 15 interactJonal . 
variables sh9uld be reasse_ss.ed. The, 1iReply" cate~ories (e.g~ ~ Requ~st 
Clari{icati~n .- incomplete:, A,~o:i.d Co~mi,tment - .Overgener:a.liza'l:i,on·, 
' ' ' 
·. . . .. 
. .. ' . 
Cqnunitment - I~coIDP,let;e) appear tq be relevant to the ,study of verbal 
','· . 
conununication. However, the division of the Replf categQ:cy. into 11t6 
Overgeneralization" and "to tnco~plet,e Senten,ces": categories Ill~Y be too 
precise. Th~t is, the. combin_ing ~f t~e t"'.q divisi<>ns · intQ the. ~ategories 
of Conunitment to Dysfunctional, Statentent:, Avoidanc~ of, DysfJ~ctional ·· .. 
' . . .· : ·. . . ' . ' .· ,, \ ........ · .. ·. 
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Statement l:l.nd Request Clarificati~n - D~~functional , Statement appears , tQ 
be just as meaningful and d9es nqt seem to suffer from a loss of relevant 
information. The ."Insure C~ari:f;icl:l.tion'' cat~gories (Request Feedb~ck, . 
. . . . 
Give Feedback and Clarify Upon Reques~L 11ith the except~on of Interrup.:. 
tions, were observed quite rar_ely and furthe}'. study of .these cat~gories 
does n9t-appear:to be.necessary. Th~ ''Send~lr'' cat~gories (Overgenerali"'.' 
zation ~d Specificat~~n) and the "M~ssa~~" c~te~o;ies (Compl~te • · , • 
Sentenc~s, Incomplete. Sen~enc~s ·and Mixed. Pronouns) mar be _.closely 
related to non-verbal behavior,. and thus not lend ~~e~sel ves . t9 a study . 
of purely verbal behayior. 
Adqitionally, the reiationships bet~een yerbal · communication ru:i,d 
' ' 
variables such as power within.the family, sel_f~co~cept and who,speaks to· 
whom merit further i:nve~tigation. 
Al though the prese~t study' s fina~ prediction systems for familr 
comparisons appear to be useful as. cliagnos~ic toe>ls, it is. strongly .:,::, 
recomm~nded. that. future valid~tic;m stu.dies .of the systems .be carrie~ out,. 
before ·being used in a clinical set,ting .. 
Th~.· present , invegtigation 's methC>d of o'qserving family discussion ,of· 
hyPothetical situatic,ns .appears to. be a usefu.1 str.ategy fQr s.tud:Y;, 
although observation of.unstructured discussions, within the home 
' . . 1 ·' . I • ·, ·: , ,' i • . -, '. 
environment.f9r e~ample, may provide useful additional info;-mation. 
The ·.most \obvious area of fu~ther. study con_cern~ the. general rela-
tionship _between verbal and non-verbal communicatic;m ... While the·. study of 
verbal coJ!lllluni~ati9n is: a nec<rssair ·and fundamental step .. in. unq.erstanding 
t~e pathological. ancl developmental aspects of family coromunicati~n., i.t 
lllllSt ~1 timately be j dined with th~_ stud~ of .n9n-v.erbal patter,ns of. ii:iter-
action :i.f a full understan,ding of family communication is to be reached, 
, . ' . ' ~ r . \ > •. • ' 
A nuntber _ of observations. made by: th_e i~".'estigator i~ the. present 
study off er seve_ral directions for further rese~rch. 
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The na,t1:1,r~ of ;the i~te:r;-ruptions :during discus_s~ona in terms. of th_e 
power h~oth_~sis, des_e;-ves further. study. Of~en,, especially in, the prob-, 
lem families,, interruptiqn:s \'{ere, made in a series, apparently in an 
ef:(ort .. b~ the. inte,rrupter_to ga:l,.n at~ent~on. __ That,is, a.child. for 
example would inter:l'llpt h,is; father four ,or five ,times within a 30 sec. 
pe~iod. Typicaqy, hisinterruptioi:i,s \\l'e1:e i~nored until the fa~her would 
finallr give in and ·recognize the Child IS effOrtS t'? Speak, Thus- the 
' . 
child.. app~ared to "wear _down_'! his father until he finally gained some 
. . . . 
.. attention (or power) for himself, Ii:i:~erel?tingly,, the father would then 
often res_ort to th:e S8,Il),e strateg~ to. rega,tn at~ent~on .. 
A relatively frequen,t occurrenc~ within problem families' discussions 
was their taD:gei:i,tial discussion of _other faJI1ily matters, Th.at is,. prqb-
lem fiµnilies often left the topic of discussic:m tq argue ,abC?ut past 
problems, gossip about -r~l_atives or friends or speak er~ seem,inilY urire-
lated subjects •. This inabilitf tq,sta:y.with the t9pic.at hand may 
reflect,a lack of problem_ sc;,lving skills, or a reluct.anc~ to c~nsta11:tly 
deal with eac~ other in. areas. which involyed power .. Or it ~may b.~ tha,t 
the~e di~ressions served as_ s.trategies t~ regain :[)OWer- when, anet~er 
family member appeared to be "winni_ng'' or controlling the ,discussion at 
hand 1 
A. third a.rea of importance de_al~ _with .the inclusion of the chilcl 
within. the decis.ion m~ing process~- Some problem families tended tQ 
'. .•, . . ,' . . ' . . •. •' : ' 
ostracize the _child almpst ~omplet~ly. This .atte~pt to relegate the._ 
child to a mm-pa,rticipating role in decis~on making deserves further 
study. 
Th~se, then, are.some,areas qf i~port~ce which are c;leemed 
d.eservin~ of furthei: stud~. · All areas are ,fe~ t to be relev3J1:t to the 
investigatio11 .of, family _in_ter_action ~d. the developmemt, of pathology 
"o/i thin the _family.· 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS, 
' . . ' . ,' . ,, 
The present in:l(estigati~n r1;1su~ ted in a n~ber, of finqings CQnce~-
ing the. c9milll.lnic~tion pat~eri:i.~ of pr0,bl~m and non:prc;,~lem. famil,ies .. 
~irs,t, it w:,as,fqund tha~ interruptie;,ns, a.s interac.~io~al,beh~vio.rs,, are 
strong indicatQrs of fam,ily pathQ~Qgf, The· exact n_at~re Qf the ._relatioi:;i-:_ 
ship betweeJl }n.terruption,s and. path9lo~i.c~l .,developm~nt h unciear,, 
al ~hough, a I_l~mb~r ~f hzyothe_se~ mar be., u~eful as f Qunda.~ions upo~ \\'.,hi9h 
fu:i:-ther rese.arc~ might .. be,. basErcl, Interl,'uptia,ns ,:may be symp.tom~tic ._of 
pQwer s'l;ruggles .,within th~ f~ily in. that: family meml:>ers •use the._inter-
ruptiQ:ri -~·a ,mean~ of cqn_tl.'ol_lil)g a,n0the~ mem~er' ~ beh,vior (Mi5-_hlE\lr. and: 
W~le.r, · 1~68) • A.· sec<?nd expl~ati_on i!;l tha.~ inte_rrup.ti~s ma.y be vieweij 
~ h.E\li.ng detr~men,tal tq the ,deve~Qpmen.t 9f tqe chi1d' s sel£~cqncept, 
in.~tilling in .him the. belief that his verbal expre~.sions of. thought lack 
·1 > ; ' , • ' ••• ' • 
i~portanc~ c;,r potenqy. finally, intel.'rupttons '.may serve t<? t:l'i~rupt the 
information-,.getting prqce4ure~ whi<;h · are neces.sa.ry for a child to ·mat'l,lre 
an4 lea-rn ab~ut ,his environment,. Th:us, . the c~ild ,gro~s up with an 
ina~ili,ty ta .ce:myerse profitab~y with otl}er people and .with a limited 
• ~ I ' , • ' \ ,, • 
kn,awledge 9f h~s w~rld. This ·.expla,nat~on rec-e:i,ved s~pport frem th~ 
general :finding qf this s.tudy that non-:probleJP, families, es,pecially 
I .• •, " ' • ' ' , I • :' '\ ' < ' ,' , ',. I .':', •, , 
chil'3:ren. an.d fathers., tende4 to reques,t clti!-;if:L_cat~on o{ other people ~s 
. . . . . ' . . ' 
statements ,mo,re "than prob~"'.m f~~i"'.s d~. Thi.,s · finding, ceip.plet~d the, 
pat~ern :of ·nqn-preble~ familie~ pes.sess.i,11:g und,is.rupt~4 coilllilUnicat:Lon with 
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opportunities .to cll;l.rify unclear messages. sent .bY othe:rs, 
Four classification systems, constructed on the basis of final pre-
diction systems ,for each diagnostic compari~on (comparisons of problem 
and non-problem families, fathers, mqthers and children) were found to be 
quite successful in correctly diagnosing non-problem Ss (93% to 100% 
correct), but only moderately successful in correcqy diagnosing problem 
§_s (63% to 69% correqt). For all group c9mparisons, the Interruption 
category Wa$ the first variable entered into.the final prediction system. 
The second variables entered into the. final prediction systems were 
Request Clarification - Incomplete for the family and child groups, 
Request Clarification - Overgenerali~ation for the father groups• and 
Committment to Incomplete Sentences.for the mother groups, 
A comparison of the non-problem families with the problem families' 
two constituent sub-groups -- families with neurotic children and 
families with .character disorder children -- found statistically signifi-
cant differences .between t~e character disorder and non-problem group and 
between the neurotic and non"'.'problem ~roup for the Interruptions cat~gory. 
All other categories, as well as family membership by diagnostic sub-
group interactions, were found to be statistically non-significant. 
These non-significant findings were unexpected, and further research con~ 
ce.rning the communication patterns .of these two groups was recommen_ded, 
Other recommendations for further study involved the investigation 
of verbal communication, and its relationship with family power structure, 
deve~.opm~nt of self-concept and information processing. Finally, the 
general relationship between verbal and non-verbal communication was felt 
to be an important area for further study. 
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F VALUES-AND ORDER OF SELECTION OF VARIABLES FOR 
PROB FAM AND NO-PROB FAM GROUPS 
Category - in order 
of selection · 
Interruptions · 
Req. Cl11rif, - Incom. 
Give Feedl>ack 
Commitment - Incom. 
Spec_ificatfon 
Complete Sentence, 
Commitment - Over~. 
No. Commitment - Overg. 
No. Commitment - ·. In.c9m. 
· Incomplete. Sentence .. 
Req. Clarif. - Overg. 
Reques~ Feeqbac~ 
Mixed Pronouns 
Ov~rgeneriltli zat:i~n 
. ·- r . . : ,. 
'*p < 0 05. 
**~p < .001. 
df 
1,,10 
1,69 
1,68 
1 ,67 , 
1,_66. 
1,65 . 
1,64 
1,63 . 
1,62 
1,61 
1,60. 
1,59 , 
1 ,58 .. 
1,57 ., 
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F value to 
remove 
24.64**"'' · 
4.65* 
1 •. 91 
1. 34. 
1.19 
.47 
.21 
.16 
.23 
.31 
.06 
.04 
.02 
.oo' 
F VALUES AND ORDER,OF SELECTION OF VARIABLES FOR 
PROB FATH AND.NO-PROB FATH GROUPS 
Category - in order 
of selection 
' 
Interruptions 
Req. Cl~rif. - Overg. 
Request Feedb~ck 
No. Commitm~nt --Overg. 
Commitment - Qverg. 
Specification 
Mixed Pronouns 
Coinplete Sentence 
Qver~eneralization 
CoI!)lil.itment - Incom. 
No. Commitment - ,Incom. 
Incomplete Sentence. 
Req. Clarif. - Inc~~. · 
Give Feedback 
*p < .OS. 
df, 
1,22 . 
1,21 
.1,20 
l_, 19 
1,18 
l, 17 
1,16 
1,15 
1,14 
1,13 
1,12 
1, 11 
1,10 
1,9 
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F value to 
l'.emove 
7 .6486* -
2.6057a 
1.7768 
1.3031 
1.9963 
0,9963 
0 0 2.677 
0.2540 
0.4869 
0.2803 
0.17.33 
0;9214 
0.5014 
0.0006 
F. VALUES AND ORDER OF SELECTION OF VARIABLES FOR 
. PROB MOTH AND :NO-PROB MOTH GROUPS . 
' ; C ,' ' ,• 
C~tegory-- i:n order 
of select~on 
In_terruptions 
Commitment;- Incom, 
Gt ve Feedback 
R~q, C~arif, - Incom, 
Request Feedqack 
Commitment - ~erg~ 
No-, Commitment - Incom, 
I'-{o, Commitment - Overg. 
Ove~~en~ralization 
Speci~ication · .. 
Cornp~ete Sentence-
Incornplet.e Sentence-
Req, Cl~rif. - Overg, 
Mixed Pronouns 
a ~ < 0 25 0 
**p < '01. 
df 
1 ,2.2 
1,21 
1,20 
1,19 
1,18 
1,17 
1,1~ 
.1; 15_ 
1,14 
1,13 
1,12 
1,11 
1 .;10. 
1,9 
... 
~4 
F v~lue to 
remqve 
12,2835** 
2,2347a 
1. 7924 
1.1030 
0, 7180 
6,2060 
1.6853 
0 .1369 
0,4875 
0.4166 
0 ,.36~7 
0,0381 
Q •. 0153 
0.0055 
F VALUES AND ORDER OF .SELECTION OF VARIABLES FOR 
PROB CHILD AND NO-PRPB·CHILD GROUPS 
Category.- in 9rde~-
of select.ion 
Interruptions 
Req. qarif. - Incom .. 
Commitment - Incom. 
C9mmitment - G-verg. 
~o. Commitment - Overg. 
Overgenera~ization 
Complete Sen,~ence 
Req. Clari£. - Overg. 
Incomp,lete Sen'l;:ence 
Request .. Feedback 
Mixed Pronoun~ 
S,pecifi cation 
No. Comm.i tment - Incom. · 
*.p <. , O!:;, 
df 
l ,2.2 
1,21 
1,20 
1,19 
1,18 
1,17 
1,16 
1,15 
1,14 
1,13 
1,12 
1,11 
1,10 
• F value to 
remove .. 
5.7176* 
· 2.5Sl2a 
2,543.2 
1.9865 
2.6300 
1. 9176 
6.6686 
··7.453,5 
1.5071 
0 ,598,2 
0.1024 
O, 11.16 
·· • O,OOOt _ 
APPENDIX B 
INTERACTIONAL CATEGORIES 
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Sender. Category 
a,· Overgeneralizatic;>n: Any_ statement in .which the speaker fails 
to state that. the, opinions' feelings or inform:;ition expressed are his.own 
perceptions .. 
He may assume that one instance is an example of all instances: 
example "Everybody.does.it.II "Nobody likes spin.a.ch." "It's .like thl:l-t · 
everywhere .. I go," 
He may assume that other people share his feelings, thoughts_.and .·· 
perceptions: exa.mple "Of course he .doe~n't like spinach." "You did not· 
write it the right way." 
He may assume that his ·Values an.d perceptions. will not chllllge: . 
exa;mple "That's .the liaY sh~ is." "That's life.11 
He may assume that his perc~ptions are complete: . example "Yes, . I 
already .know about. that;." 
He may .dichotomize: example "Either l(?Ve it or leave .:it~ i, 
He may assume that characteristics which he attributes to others are 
part,of.them: exaJ11.ple. 11She:is ·selfish." "lie is a nut~'.'· 
. . . . 
He may assume thi:l~ h.e c~n interpret o~her people I s ,though ts, feel-
·' ' 
ings .. an4 pe,rceptiOJ?,S for. them: ex~ple III know jus.t wh:at yo~ mean. 11 ,· "I 
will te)l you-Wli.l;!.t·he was going thr9ug:ti. 11 
He may assume.that.others can int~rpret his·own thou~hts: example 
"You know what I mean .. " "You\know I'm right~" 
b. Specification; Any statement in which the.speaker state~ that 
his fi~eltl).gs, perGeptions,. or in.fo~tion_ exwressed are his ·ow.n percep-
tions. 
He qualifies stateJnents to let the list.ene~ know who!s. perception· or 
feeling are. being express~d: · example ".!. feel sick, now,"· "It d()esn 't .> 
~8 
look correct to me." "!. can't· understand. what yo,u at.e · sayin~,". Any self 
qualifier is scored as a specified statement, :except when it is used to. 
interpret 9the.r' s thought Q~ feelin~s, "I .know wh;at you mean. 11 
c. Non-scora}?le (N.Ss}: An:y statement that fl:!,ils to be included in 
the above two. sub-catege>ri~s.: overgeneralization or specificatio~, 
should be scored N;S. 
Message Category 
a. CompJ.ete Sentence: Senten_ce _cont!;!,ining subject, verb anc;l pos, 
sible object which expresses a complete thQught. 
b .. Inco5>lete Sentence; , C_omµrunic~tion which fai.ls to include 
subje9t and: ve:r;-1:? and/or fails ;to exp:res.s a. cbmplete thought. 
c. Mixed_ Pronoun~ , Comm1Jni_catJon in which the. proIJ.ouns are .mixed 
. ,, . . . . ·, ' . . . . 
and. therefore_ the objects of the _pron,oun~ .. are unclear:. example "He and 
' ' I ' ' • 
she .saw them ~d left ,when the.y we~e re~dy. 11 
Reply .C~~egor)( 
a. Comm:itment: .. Spe_ake:r indi_cat~s agreement or non-agreeme?J.t with 
·. . ., ' . ''' 
pre_vi0t.~s statement made by othE;lr Spfa.k:er. · May be, made to either 
Overgeneralized· or to IncomplE;lte se~tei;i.ce. 
b •. No Commitment: Speak~r i~ores previous ·statement which calls 
for commitment. May b~ mad.e to e~ ~her. OVer~eneralized or In<;omplet.e 
sentence. 
c. Request Clarification: Speaker as.ks preyious·speaker to cl~ri:f;~ 
his s.tatemeI?,t: "What. do you me~ by ev_~l'\);'90df ,,hates you," May be made 
ta eith:er OVe.;rgeneralized. or. Incomplete se~ten.~e ;· 
59 
Insure. Clarity Category 
Interrupti~ll ;. Speaker gains attention by int,errupti11,g previous 
' J' . .. • ', ' ' 
speaker's speec~. 
b, R~quest Feedbac.k: , . Spea~er ~eek.~ the .c~arity of speech with 
others: example "Did fOU>un.derst~d ,what I 11\~a.Jlt?" 
c. Give Feedback: Speaker informs other spea:ke~ abou~ the _clarity 
of his .conum,mic~tions: example "I .dqn 't qui ~e understand. what ,that, 
means.'' 
d. Clarif{:_on Request: S!)eaker attempts to clarify his previous 
statements if asked. to do s9,by others~ 
APPENDIX C 
OBSERVERS' RELIABILITY 
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Category_, _ 
PERCENTAGE OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN OBSERVERS 
FOR DISCUSSr°ON STATEfvlENTS 
Overgeneral~zation 
Spe~ification 
Complete S.entences . 
. .,, ,, 
Incompl~t.e Sentences 
M~xed Pronouns. 
Comm~tment - Overg. 
No, Co~mi:tment - Overg. 
Req; Clari£, - Overg. 
Commitment - · Incom. 
No, · Commitment . - In com •. 
Req, Clari£, - Incom, 
In4.erruptions 
Reques_t Fe.edba~k 
Give Feedba.ck 
Clarify qn ~eques_t 
61 
Percentage of 
Agreement 
.84 
,92 
,92 
,92 
LOO 
,92 
,85 
,98 
,97 
,92 
,99, 
,95 
,98 
,,99 
n9 cas~s 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR OBSERVERS I AG.REEMEI.,l:T; 
. , ON NUMERICAL , SCORES .. 
Cate:gory. 
Overgeneralization 
- , I 
Specification 
Complete Sentences, 
Incomplete Se1'teI1ces 
M~xed Pronouns 
Commitment - Over~. 
No. Commitment - Qverg. 
Request: Clarification - -Overg. 
Comm_itment - Incom .. 
No._ Comm~tment - Incom. 
Request Clarification - Incom ... 
Interruptions 
Request ,Feedbaqk 
Give Feec;Unick -
Cla_rify on R~ques,t 
. . . . . 
Correlation of . 
' \' I 
Agreement 
.~4 
'71, 
,99-
,87 
1.00 · 
.74 
.77 
.66 
non-s~9raqle 
', 75. -
.70 
.94 
ncm-.~corable , __ 
non-~cor~.ble, 
non-$corable ._ 
APPENDIX, D 
DE_SCRIPTION OF-.MlJLTifLE _DISCRIMINANT 
FUNCTION ANALYSIS 
63 
64 
Experimental Design 
A step-wise multiple discriminant func't;ion analysis . .was used to 
analyze differences b~twe~n PROB ancl NO-PROB group_s of Ss. This . analysis 
is a linear function ana~ysis (Raq, 1952) and it.provided a discriminant 
.. ' 
functiQn for each group based on a weighting system. which maximizes the. 
variancE;?s between groups \ihile minimizing the variances within,grou:gs 
(Cooley and '.LQhn.es; 1962). This. weighti~g system .was comprised, of 15 
predictor variables (the 15 in.teracti<;mal categories), The discriminant 
function a.Il:alysis provided .a critical value which d.etermined the proba,.-
bili ty of group placement .. into PROB ,and NO-PROB groups ,f qr each ~/ 
Speci::f;icaUy ~ that assignment was basecl upon .that· group w.hose cri~ical ._ 
score (mean dis_criminant function) was clos.est to the individual .~'s 
score. 
The, analysis also proyided, the _order of selection. or variables in 
discriminating b~tween groups~ An F test.with g-1 and·n-p-g dfwas,used. 
at ea~h st~p to ._dete~ine whether ,that _variable. contributed significan,tly. 
in. accoun:~in~ for the remaining va:ri1:µ1.ce. _(n = nq. of .. Ss; g = no, of 
group~; p = n9, · of pred_ictors). 
Upon completion of the in_i tial phase _ of ·the analysis, tho_s~ yaria-
bles whic;h. appeare:d sign,ifi~an~ were included in a final predictor sys-
tem. Because of t4e problem of sqrinkage, the ,number of .. variables chosen 
for the final· predictor sy~tem was .. limited t9 a mq.:i~imum of five for the 
overall PROB FAM versus NO-PROB -FAM phase of -the analysis,. an,d a maximum 
of two variables for the PROB FATH versus NO-PROB FATH,· P~QB MOTH versus 
NO-PROB MOTH, and PR.OB GHILD versus -NO-:-PROB CHILD ph~ses of the analysis., 
At _each >step in the analysis an F stat~stic was -.. computed to test signifi-
cance of any .variable in the prediction system at th.at step, :given the-.· 
contribution of the remaining variable~. Th.e significance of ailf vaJ;'i.:. 
able ce>uld. change as othe~ vadabl.es were added to the system. 
The proportion ,of Ss statisticaqy assigned to the s~e grqup ,as 
. - . ' ' . 
65 
their prior classification (PRQB or NO-PROB) \l(as\computed for group cqm-, 
parison after ,the final predictor system was determinecl. A x2 stati~tic 
was calculated at tl!is point to determ~ne the significance of th.e inter-
actions p9int to determine the Stliti~ticf!,l significance of the overall , 
classifications,. In _addition, the ,prob~bility of a S ·being assigned. to 
- '' 
ea.ch group was calculated. 
APPENDIX E 
F VALUES FOR FAMILY MEMBERSHIP BY DIAGNOSTIC 
SUB-GROUP CLASSIFICATION 
' ' .. 
66 
67 
Appendix E present~ the analysis of variance tal?les fqr tl).e familr 
membership (ME~) and dia~o~tic ~roup (DIAG) c1assific.ations, ·for eac~ of 
the 15 variables. 
Source 
MEM 
DIAG 
MEM X DIAG 
ERROR 
TOTAL· 
Source 
MEM 
DIAG 
MEM X DIAG 
ERROR 
TOTAL 
Sou,rce 
MEM 
DIAG 
MEM X DIAG 
ERROR. 
TOTAL, 
QVERGENeRALIZATION SCORES 
df 
2 
2. 
4 
63 
71 
SPECIFICATION SCORES 
df 
2 
2 
4 
63 
71 
COMPLETE SENTENCES S(;ORES 
2.' 
2 
4 
63 ', 
F value 
4,04.82. p ,e-· ,05 
0,28,32 • 
0,5729 
F value 
2, 11.5 
0,7655 
O:S9-94· 
5,5352 p < ,01 
0,1916 
0 0 7116 
Se>urce 
M.EM 
DIAG 
MEM. X DIJ\G 
ERROR. 
TQTA.L 
Source 
MEM 
!HAG 
MEM,X I;>IAG 
ERROR 
TOTAL 
MEM 
DIAG 
MEM X·DIAG 
ERROR-
TOTA~ 
INCOMPLETE SENTENCES ~CORES 
df 
2 
2 
4 
63 
71 
MIXED PRONGUNS S~ORES 
' . ' \ 
d,f 
2 
4· 
4 
63 
71 
COMMITM~NT - OVERG, SCOJlE,S 
df 
4 
2 
4 
63. 
71 
F value 
1. 7631, . 
1. 2169 
0.3125 
F.va,lue 
o.ssoo 
2.4382 · 
O.HJ~6 
F va~ue 
~ . .lQQ6 
0.2349 
Q.1966 
6$. 
Sc;,urce. 
MEM 
IHAG 
MEM X,DIAG 
ERROR 
TOTAL 
Source 
MEM 
DIAG 
MEM X OIAG 
ERROR 
TOTAL 
Sourc.e 
MEM 
DIAG 
MEM X DIAG 
ERROR 
TOTAL 
NO. COMMITfylENT·- OVERG. ·SCORES 
df 
2 
2 
4 
63 
71 
REQ. CLAR.IF, - OVER.G. SCORES 
df 
2 
2 
4 
63 
71 
COMMITMENT - INCOM. SCORES 
qf 
2 
2 
t 
63 
71 
.F value 
' ' ' 
l.220~ 
0.3S47 
0~9837 
F value 
S.0644 
1.0643 
1. 7442 
F va,lue 
5, 9774 
0,9066 
1.3472. · 
69 
p < .01 
p < .01 
Sou:r;ce 
MEM 
DIAG 
MEM X DIAG 
ERROR 
TOTAL 
Sou.rce 
MEM 
DIAG 
MEM X DIAG 
ERROR. 
TOTAL 
Sourc~ 
MEM 
DIAG 
MEM X DIAG 
ERROR 
TOTAL 
NO. COMMITMENT - INCOM. SCORE.S 
df 
2 
2 
4 
63 • 
71 
REQ. ·CLAR,IF. - INCOM. SCORES 
df 
2 
2 
4 
63 
71 
INTERRUPTIONS SCORES 
df 
2 
2 
4 
63 
71 
F value 
3.0647 
1.301$ 
0.2793.·· 
F value 
2 .• 7606 
0.7641 
0;7518 
F .value 
70 
Source 
MEM 
DIAG 
MEM.X DIAG 
ERROR 
TOTAL 
Sc;mrce 
MEM 
DIA(, 
MEM X DIAG 
ERROR . 
TOTAL ,., 
REQU~ST -.FEEE>BACK SCORl?S 
df 
2 
2 
4 
63 
71 
GIVE FEEDBACK SCORES 
' '' . 
d:f;' 
2 
2 
4 
63. 
F .value 
i.72?7 
0 ,8444 ·. 
Ll509 
F value 
L8c572 
Q,1429 
0,3571 
71 
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